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Many diagnostic errors are associated with laboratory testing, and many of these are preventable. However, a reduction in testing-related diagnostic errors (TDE) is hindered by the absence of a well-defined relationship between diagnostic harm and the testing process (whether from laboratory or non-laboratory sources) as well as by a lack of relevant measures for evaluation. The goal of this paper is to review current models that describe the testing process, and then propose a different approach to facilitate the reduction of diagnostic errors and harm related to diagnostic testing. We then demonstrate how this approach can be used to develop measures that may improve patient outcomes and guide future research to reduce TDE. Finally, we highlight the need for collaboration between clinicians and laboratory physicians and scientists to achieve these goals.

THE ROLE OF LABORATORY TESTING IN ESTABLISHING DIAGNOSES
Diagnoses typically result from the patient history and physical. However, diagnostic testing is often used to confirm initial impressions or rule out alternatives, and at least 10% of all diagnoses are not considered final until clinical laboratory testing is complete.1 2 This number most likely underestimates the actual impact of testing on diagnosis. In the emergency room, clinical laboratory testing is ordered in more than 41% of all visits.3 Family physicians order tests in 29% of all patient visits, and general internists, in 38% of visits.4 These percentages would be even higher if the calculations were based only on the 33.9% of primary care visits that involve a new complaint.5

Advances in technology have also contributed to the increased importance of laboratory tests. In the past, laboratory tests were used to identify organ and system dysfunctions or diseases. While this is still true, testing nowadays is used to diagnose disease subtypes, as occurs when pathology reports of cancer are accompanied by tumour-specific and patient-specific molecular analyses, data which help physicians determine optimum therapies and a patient’s likely response to treatment.6 7 Laboratory testing is also increasingly being used to diagnose treatment failures associated with newer measures of effective care, such as reduced hospital readmissions.8 The clinical laboratory’s growing significance may also reflect physicians’ increasing reliance on objective data from diagnostic testing to partially compensate for reduced history and physical examination skills.9

THE TOTAL TESTING PROCESS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE PROCESS-STEP APPROACH
The concept of the ‘Total Testing Process’ (TTP) was first defined by Gambino in 197010 and later became the familiar nine-step ‘Brain-to-Brain turnaround time loop’ described by George Lundberg in 198111 and modified in 2011 (see figure 1).12 In Lundberg’s model, the value of laboratory results is influenced by events that occur before the sample reaches the laboratory and after the results are released from it. His model encompasses the physician’s cognitive involvement at the start of the process and at the end. Some researchers have adapted Lundberg’s TTP model to specific settings, as did Hickner for primary care physicians4 and Raab for oncologic pathology diagnosis.13 These process-step models are useful insofar as they simplify and clarify a complex process and identify nodes where errors can occur.

Nevertheless, the linearity and simplicity of these models underestimate significant...
and intentional process variations that occur regularly as is the case with send-out testing (which is testing referred to another site), reflex testing (which refers to preauthorised follow-up testing linked to results observed in the lab), and add-on testing (which entails added testing not included on the original order but applied to the original sample). Each of these types of testing has important and potentially error-prone permutations. For example, when a laboratory lacks on-site capability to perform a test, a portion of the sample is sent to a reference lab for analysis (send-out test). This triggers additional process steps, such as dividing and repackaging samples for shipment. Aside from making the testing process more complex, test results typically become available to the physician later than other, co-ordered and locally analysed tests, thereby requiring multiple efforts to retrieve results. Furthermore, test result formats (eg, test names, significant digits or units of measure) can differ from those produced by the local information technology system, and complete results may not be visible except on scanned documents which can be difficult to retrieve in electronic medical record systems. A recent AHRQ-funded project identified 40 risk factors for diagnostic error associated with send-out testing. (Graber M, Morgan LC, Tant E, et al. Proactive risk assessment during the laboratory testing process to reduce diagnostic error: Literature Review. 2012. For the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. Contract HHSA29032001T38 (unpublished)). Yet, we could find only one study that examined problems related to send-out testing, and this focused solely on order entry problems.14

The process-step models currently in use also oversimplify the complexity of routine testing. One analysis identified over 80 distinct, planned process steps and a dozen handoffs of information or material, each one having the potential for failure and additional steps for remediation.15 Additionally, these models rarely consider patient harm that occurs when the testing process is never initiated, as happens when a physician fails to order an appropriate test.

CURRENT MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE IN THE TOTAL TESTING PROCESS

Clinical laboratories typically assess their performance based on measures of laboratory efficiency and internal quality rather than patient outcomes. For example, turnaround times typically measure in-laboratory sample receipt to the issuance of results. Measures of quality defects generally pertain to those that reduce productivity (eg, sample haemolysis, insufficient quantity of sample, missing sample identification, etc.).

For more than a decade, the College of American Pathologists (CAP) has offered a performance monitoring service for clinical laboratories known as Q-Probes and Q-T racks. Q-Probes are periodic surveys used to develop key benchmarks, and Q-T racks provide longitudinal performance monitoring.16 Since 2009, the four Q-Probes for clinical pathology have focused on laboratory management (two probes), labelling errors, and clinician satisfaction. The current catalogue for Q-T racks lists 11 measures for the clinical laboratory, eight of which CAP deems to be related to patient safety, but most of the measures assess only the laboratory’s portion of TTP. For example, the measure of ‘Stat Test Turnaround Time Outliers’ ignores all time before the sample reaches the laboratory and after the result is released from the laboratory, that is, from result release to clinician action. The ‘Critical Values Reporting’ survey measures the documentation of successful notification according to the given laboratory’s policy, but does not assess the timeliness of actions directed to patient care (http://www.cap.org).

Such narrow approaches to process monitoring overlook important sources of patient harm. The disconnect between currently monitored error types and patient harm makes it difficult to set priorities that would improve quality of care and reduce patient harm and suffering. In a recent review article, Plebani argued that quality improvement efforts to reduce laboratory errors are strongly influenced and limited by data collection goals and methods.17 The issue of priorities is important. More than six billion tests are ordered in the USA each year,18 and while the majority of process defects may have little impact on patient outcomes, even small percentages of testing-related error can translate into significant harm.
AN OUTCOMES-BASED APPROACH TO REDUCE PATIENT HARM

For more than a decade, some laboratorians and patient safety researchers have suggested that quality improvement efforts should seek to reduce patient harm rather than process defects where the relationship to patient harm is unclear.17–19 We believe that a unified approach has yet to be developed that can identify, classify and measure outcomes and errors, applicable in both research and clinical settings. A patient-harm-based approach would more likely lead to quality improvement interventions that would reduce testing-related diagnostic error. This approach would encourage the development of measurement tools to systematically monitor the testing process for TDE and also evaluate the effectiveness of potential interventions.

AN OUTCOMES-BASED APPROACH TO CLASSIFYING TESTING-RELATED DIAGNOSTIC ERROR

Aston et al were among the first to recognise and develop a classification system that could be used to prioritise quality improvement initiatives based on actual or potential patient impact associated with the testing process.22 Schiff et al created the Diagnostic Error Evaluation and Research (DEER) classification system that was designed to identify errors at any and every point along the diagnostic process including the testing process.23 However, the classification schemes developed by Aston and Schiff have yet to be widely used and evaluated, especially for routine clinical use, making opportunities for further innovation appropriate.

Classification systems should be relevant to the task, exhaustive, consist of mutually exclusive categories, and have a high degree of inter-rater reliability when events are categorised. After reviewing the diagnostic error and testing literature, we identified five causes that taken together may explain all important sources of diagnostic error and harm related to the testing process (see box 1). While occurrences of the five causes will not always result in diagnostic error, patient harm related to diagnostic testing is highly likely to stem from one of these five causes.

The mechanisms by which these causes lead to diagnostic error can be easily explained. When an inappropriate test is ordered, a false positive result can lead to diagnostic error. It may also lead the clinician to interpret results as actionable which, in turn, can lead to unnecessary tests, procedures or treatments which may result in patient harm. As important, when an appropriate test is not ordered, the clinician misses key information important to a correct diagnosis.

Even when test ordering is appropriate, the misapplication of test results can result from cognitive failures by the clinician, whether from misunderstanding the clinical implications of a result, or from failing to understand the limitations of the test methodology (ie, statistical variations, performance limitations, or interfering substances). Misapplication can also occur when a patient provides erroneous or incomplete information needed to correctly interpret the result. Regardless of origin, any misapplication of results may lead to an erroneous diagnosis.

Delays in the TTP may occur at the preanalytical, analytical or postanalytical stage, from initial ordering through the timely retrieval and application of results. Delays are problematic if a patient’s health deteriorates during the delay, or if the effectiveness of treatment is compromised.

Finally, the result of an appropriately ordered test can be inaccurate due to analytical issues, such as an improperly calibrated instrument, or non-analytical issues, as occurs when a result is assigned to the wrong patient. Both can lead to inappropriate diagnoses.

AN OUTCOMES-BASED APPROACH TO MEASURING TESTING-RELATED DIAGNOSTIC ERROR

The outcomes-based approach to TDE proposed here represents an important shift for many laboratory personnel, clinicians and others interested in improving the quality of TTP, and requires the development of measures linked to each of the five causes. Examples of such measures are sprinkled throughout the medical literature, but more systematic development is required. For instance, the ordering of inappropriate tests is a recognised problem, but is usually considered in relation to cost savings and the goal of reducing test volume.24–26 With few exceptions,27 the impact of inappropriate testing on patient outcomes is rarely reported, and the impact on diagnostic error, undocumented. Some laboratories have addressed the risk of false positives by monitoring the ordering of tests that are prone to misordering, such as certain thyroid tests, and some have developed ways to detect inappropriate repetition of test orders, usually associated with standing orders.

The development and implementation of measures that reflect the failure to order appropriate tests during a diagnostic work-up will be more straightforward in some instances than in others. For presenting complaints that have standard protocols (eg, troponin tests for chest pain), measuring compliance with the
Questions to Guide Future Research

Clearly, laboratorians and clinicians should forge stronger links between diagnostic testing and patient outcomes. Without those links, the clinical laboratory will continue to be driven primarily by cost, volume and process measures, similar to the way a factory manages inputs and outputs. By developing measures of patient impact, the relative effectiveness of interventions to reduce diagnostic error can be assessed. To guide the development of new measures and new interventions, additional research is needed that should take into account the following questions:

▸ What specific measures can be developed and validated to assess and monitor the harm of testing-related diagnostic error?
▸ How often and under what circumstances do the five types of errors proposed in our approach lead to harm associated with an erroneous diagnosis, a missed diagnosis or a delay in diagnosis?
▸ What practices would optimise the appropriate ordering of laboratory tests and application of laboratory test results to improve patient outcomes?

Summary and Conclusions

Failures in the ordering of laboratory tests and the application of laboratory test results are major contributors to diagnostic errors, along with residual problems in test performance per se. The Five Cause Taxonomy and the strategy for defining appropriate measures presented here address gaps that have limited significant reductions in TDE and patient harm. Only through a concerted and coordinated effort by laboratory and clinical staff will the benefits associated with this approach be realised. Neither group, if focused only on their separate domains, will be successful. The TTP is too complex, the causes of errors too diverse, and the continuing development of new testing modalities and uses, too rapid.

Our approach offers an opportunity for clinical laboratory physicians and scientists to greatly expand their mission from a factory model focused almost exclusively on providing accurate, timely test results at the lowest possible cost, to a mission that rapidly and efficiently enables the accurate diagnosis of conditions, the selection of appropriate treatments and the effective monitoring of health status. The expertise they bring to the TTP can benefit clinicians and patients enormously, and their leadership could be crucial to success. However, only by working together with clinicians, can the goal of improving the safety of laboratory-supported diagnostic evaluation be achieved.
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